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TfL Journey Angel

Context Aware Decision Support

Erlang Training and Consulting Ltd
wrffir. oilång.coôsr¡ltlng. córn

Marcus Taylor
m a r cu s@ e r lang- consu I ti ng. com

The Transport for London Brief

Demonstrator Name Mobile avatar solution -'Journey Angel'

Description This demonstrator w¡ll delivêr a moblle avatar svstem orototype that will
assíst the p_assenger throughout hls time in Lon'don: pre-jouiñey, in-
Journey and post-fourney. -
The software uses a smart mobile client to produce a mobile avatar with
speech capability.

The Avatar will support advlsory/decision support act¡ons includlng:

lnstallation, conflguration and personalisation of Avatar
Incident alerting
Delay alerting
Planning suþport
The client software will commun¡cäte to thê server system for updated
côntent.
The Avatar will do pseudo rcal¡st¡c lip synching.
Loquendo will be used for real t¡me text to speech

W 
rrainingandconsultirig Confidential -27 Sep 2007 Page 2
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Technotogy

. Client
- N73

- Symbian

- Ftosh

- Loquendo

- fulRlX

. Seryer
- EjabberD (Xi PP compliant jobber llú server)

- ErlanglOTP

w Tråining ând Cofi sutting Confidentiat -27 Sep 2007 Page 3

What behind Journey Anget ?

. TheJourney Angel is a powerful platform for distributed
context-aware information spreading, using
- Standard technologies (Erlang, Jabber, Flash)

- Decentralízed management

- lntrinsically robust architecture
- Scalabìlíty

. Those characteristics are critical for TFL: they need a
solution to manage customized messaging to millions of
travellers everydifl....

. ...Ërnd Journey Angel gives such a solution

w Treining ârid Conrulting Confidential -27 sep 2007 Page 4
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the "target" (from TFL perspective)
. The system allows users to:

- Get travel informotíon
- Plan trips accordíng to their future activities
- Get context-awore information about delays, diversions, alerts

and similor
- Get additional (mostly unspecified) customìsed informatioÍt, e.g.

advertisement, weather, commercial... .

. lt is likely that TFL would like to develop the system
into to a real product...

. ...arìd there are many other use-cases that can be
addressed by context äware system....

w Training and Consultlng Confidentiat -27 Sep 2007 Page 5

Ihe final system: what we have now

W 
rrainlngandconlultíng Confldentiat -?'7 Sep 2007 Page ó
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Journey Anget: Device

. Journey Angel on the device uses the
following:
- ìvlRIX to provide integration between the Ul,

775, server-side and native devìce applications
(calendar and contacts)

- XIÁPP to communícate wíth the server
- Flash for the User Interface
- Loquendo for Text To Speech

W 
lrainingañd consultlng Confldentiat -27 Sep 2007 Page 7

Device side architecture

XMPP communlcatlon with Server

Flash
UI Native

ContactsNative
Agenda

Loquendo MRIX
Location
Tacker

w Trålning and Canrultlng Confldential -27 Sep 2007 Page 8
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TfL Start Menu (TVF)

Menu
. Take me Home
. Take me to...
. Meet with...
. Where am l?
. Whât next?
. Settings
. Exit

W 
tBå/Êlisg ðrìd. consulting Confidentiat -27 Sep Page 9
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MRIX: lntegrating seryer and Ftash Ul

. An MRJX script provides communication between the
server and Flash Ul

. The script runs in the background communicating with
the server

. Messäges received can be personalised and then
converted to speech

. Once in audio form the Flash Ul can be told to 'speak
the message'

W 
rreirìingandconsulting Confidential -27 Sep 2æ7 Page 10
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RIX: ln ratin Ftash Ul and native apps

. MRIX enables the built in Contacts and Agenda to be
used

. Routes can be automatically retrieved based on an
appointment in the agenda

. Contacts can be'tagged'with network information,
such as Cell ID and Bluetooth Access Point to help
locate a person

W 
rrâiniñgândconsulting Confidential .27 5€p 2007 Page ll

ourney Angel: Backend

. Journey Angel relies on a backend infrastructure based
on
- XlrlPP (Jobber) communícation protocol (Ejobberd)
- Erlang server appllcatíons
- Interfaces to ínformatíon feeds

W 
rralntng änd consultiÍg Confidential -27 Sep 2007 Page 12
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Behind the scer'ìes...

W 
rraíningandconsutting Confidentiat -27 Sep 2007 Page 13

Weather Journey
PlannerTraffic

Advert. BBC news

EjabberdBackend applications

!noo

Backend Apptications: proxies

Virtuallmages Server-side
Representation

Real Entities World

w Trålning and Consultíng Confidentiat -27 Sep 2ffi7 Page 14
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ackend lications: interfaces

w Training and Consulting Confidential -27 Sep 2007 Page 15

BBC news
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forecast

Traffic
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planner

BBC news
interface

Weather
interface

Traffic
interfaceJP

interface

nternal communication

BBC news
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interface
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interface

Traffic
interface

BBC news
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proxy
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The System

W 
rrålningandconsulling Confidential -27 Sep 2007 Page f7
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Conctusions

. The system demonstrates how it is possible to deliver
real time decision support systems to mobile users by
combining Jabber, XIÂPP, 3G and Srnart Phones using
Symbian

. The use of Erlang/OTP has enabled us to deliver a
feature rich, robust and functioning system in short
timescales

. The system has the potential to provide personal angels
for horizontal and vertical applications such as finance,
health, logistics where the context and timeliness of
information constitute value.

w Trainlng and ConlultÍng Confidentlal -27 sep 2007 Page 18
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YXA PROJECT

Fredrik Thulin <sip:ft@it.su.se>
Sektionen for IT och media

Stockholms universitet

EIJC 2OO7

(draft version)
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YXA Ar EUC 2004

o Plans :o SU telephony systems

o SIP background

' Me and Erlang
. YXA at the time

- Distributed services

- Policy control

- Event logging

- RFC compliance

- Perimeter defense
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YXA 1 o

should be released by EU C'07

PnoJECT GoALS

'Robust SIP server for L0,000's of users

. Scalable by distributing servers

. Short time-to-market
. Interoperability
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YXA CHARACTERISTICS

o Specific version requires specific Erlang/OTP
verslon

' Adopts new stuff

- trylcatch

- orelse in guards

- EDoc

o Easy to extend/modify

FneuEwoRKS

o I Like frameworks :

- Configuration subsystem

- User database backends

- Transports

- Events

- local.erl with 87 hooks

t

- SIP Event server (RFC32 65) fuamework for packages



ROBUSTNESS

o 2867 test cases

o Test integrated in release process

o Snapshots and release candidates

. Dialyzer

' Pay close attention to compiler warnings
o SIPit's

SpBBn

o \Øho needs speed?

- Presence

- Four servers better than L 6

- Fast initial parsing

o Profiling

Loggingo

o 70 CPS on old laptop (70 * (INVITE + BYE))
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Vnrur FoR oTnnns?

o Lots of documented code

- OTP supervisors, gen-event and gen-servers

- Binary and string parsing

- Network code (TCP, UDP, TLS, IPv6 (!))

- SSL stuff

- Mnesia

o Tíell written code I hope

o ./configure && make &S( make install

PnoJECT rNFo

http ://www. stacken. kth. se/pro jectlyxal

svml I anonsvn. it. su. se/y xalttunk/

BSD license
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Erlang Developments in LambdaStream

Samuel Rivas samuel.rivas@lambdastream.com

1 - LambdaStream History

LambdaStream is a technology-based startup cornpany that develops software pro-
ducts for streaming and ondemand media delivery. lt was born as a spin-off from the
MADS research group from the University of a Coruña.

Its main product, VoDl(A, is a distributed video-on-demand (VoD) server developed
with Erlang/OTP technology. Through its four years of existence, LambdaStream has
developed a set of products around VoDl(A to cover markets such as mobile TV,
lnternet ïV, broadcast TV, IPTV, and billboard TV.

2 - Overview of Relevant Erlang-based Projects

Many of the LambdaStream's products are based on Erlang/OTP technology. This
section will show a short overview of those projects.

3 - More Detailed Review of Antares

Apart from VoDl(A, Antares is one of the relevant LambdaStream pro{ucts. Antares
is an Electronic Service Guide for DVB-H Mobile TV systems. lt can integrate infor-
mation coming from heterogeneous sources, store it in a DB with a unified represen-
tation of those data, and broadcast it according to different standards.

4 - Conclusion

A review of some successful commercial deployments and conclusions about
Erlang/OTP.
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Erlware For Managing
Distribution and Build

Erlang User Conference 2007

i ,,-'

Erlware Goals

. Allow the Erlang Community to drive itself

. Allow the community to evolve the
language/platform

. Make the language/platform accessible to
reasonably com petent prog ram mers

1
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Repository Design Goals

. Be Lazy

. Don't add more meta data then you need

. Where ever possible leverage existing
OTP metadata

2

Steps to Reach Erlware's Goals

. Define a Common Repository for OTP
Artifacts

. Make it easy for anyone to host their own
version of the Repository

. Build tools that leverage the features of
the Repository
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Repository and OTP

. OTP already provides most of the
metadata that we need.

. OTP Applications make good artifacts.

. OTP *.app files make for good metadata.

. OTP *.boot, ".script, *.rel files make really
good release packages.

Anatomy of a package

Application Release

. Contains a src
directory

. Contains an ebin
directory

. Contains a *.app
file

. Contains source
code

. Contains an *.rel

file
. Contains a
sys.config file
. Contains command
templates

3
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Repository I mplementation

. Dirt Simple

' Http Server with WEBDAV Enabled
. Specific, well documented directory

structure

Repository Layout
The structure of the repo is

<erts-vsn>/<arch>/<side>/< packagename>l
<vsn>/<package>

and

<erts-vsn>/Meta/<appname>/<vsn>/<.app file>

Example: The Sinan-1.0.1 release package for mac sits in:

http://repo.erlware. org/pub/5. 5. 5/
i386-apple-danri n8. 9/releases/sÍnan/

4
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Leveraging the Repository

Sinan is a build system that
'understands'erlang and OTP. lt
makes it very easy to handle
complex OTP build logic

Faxien is a distribution system
built on the same backend as
Sinan. lt provides functionality
similar to rubygems or CPAN for
Erlang.

t

. OTP Centric Build System

. Expects OTP Applications, Understands
OTP Applications

. Written and extensible in Erlang

5
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Dependency Detection

Just run

sinan depends

Evatuates the OTP application dependencies and
restrictions in the project. Hits the repository to
gather information. Comes back with a list of
hard dependencies (app, version) for each of the
dependencies and transitive dependencies in
the project. Many other tasks in Sinan depend
on this one.

Getting Started

Generate an OTP Project

srnan gen

After asking a few questions generates a
useful, sinan compliant, compilable OTP
application with a complete skçleton

1
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Building

Just run

sinan

or

sinan build

Builds all of your artifacts into the _build directory. Will only
rebuild when a file needs to be rebuilt. Understands
includes, parse transforms etc.

Testing

We decided to leverage eunit in Sinan. Want
to run all of the eunit tests in your project.

sinan test

Sinan prints successes and failures to the
shell. lt also generates html code
coverage reports to _build/reports.

2



The Good Stuff - Releases

Want to generate ".rel, *.boot, *.script files for your project?
How about taring it up and getting it ready for a push to
an Erlang node?

Just do
sinan release
or
sinan tar

Best of all, Faxien knows how to push these releases out to
a repository. That makes distribution a no brainer.

Extra's

How about running dialyzer on your project?

sinan analyze

The first time its run it generates a plt file for dependencies
so you only get the output relevant for your project.

Want an erlang shell with all of your paths set so you can
noodle with your project?

sinan shell

3
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The Future

Anything you want. Sinan is an extensible
system so anything useful can be quickly
incorporated. Of course, there is still a lot
of functionality we want to expose in
Sinan. No doubt the community will come
up with a bunch of things that we have
never thought of.

tr'

ff,'f-*i.$:W
. Easy to find and install otp packages

- list out packages available in remote repositories

- simply type faxien install <package nâme> to install
anyone of them

- lnstall applications and releases
. Easy to publish OTP packages so that

community can access them

- faxien publish <package directory>

- auto discovers package type, app, release, or erts

4
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How does installation work?
. Configured to know about a list of repositories
. Pulls down packages both releases and applications

then installs the now local tars creating scripts and boot
files the fit the local environment among other things.

. Pulls down erts (you need not install Erlang from source
anymore)

. lf a package is not found for the erts vsn you specify
Faxien automatically selects the next lowèst compatible
erts vsn.

. By default all packages are installed in /usr/local/erlware
or on windows c:\erlúare though this is fully
configurable. (windows code not complete as of this
writing)

How does publishing work?

. Publishes into a repo location specific to the
local architecture, if project is pure erlang then
publishes to a platform neutral location

. Auto discovers the package type by looking for
things like a .app file or a .rel file, or the fact the
the directory looks something like "erts-<vsn>".
- faxien publish sasl-l .3.2.1works
- faxien publish my_releas e-2.3.2 works
- faxien publish erts-5.5.5 works

. if a package does not have the appropriate OTP
structure it will not be published.

5
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lnstall the tools

. http://code.qoogle.comlp/faxien (links also
found at www.erlware.org)

. Execute faxien launcher -b to install
faxien

. now install Sinan with faxien install sinan

:

t- '.1

Lì

i
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lnstallation
The past -

Google for an applicatíon that fits your needs
Find lots of stuff wriften in perl but no erlang
Some obscure website listed on the 13th page has a half
baked erlang app
Hack around with it for a bit
Give up and write your own

With Faxien -

faxien list
pick an app
faxien installapp <appname I app.tar.gz> [vsn]
faxien install <release I release.tar.gz> [vsn]

1
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Publishing

The past -

build it
write some convoluted make file that would break for the next guy,
put it up on your website and hope people find it
Be disappointed when no
slowly without your code

one does and watch the community grow

With faxlen

. "faxien publish my_app"

. "faxien publish my rel"

Now everyone can get at it

Extra Commands

Faxien allows you to do quite a bit more than this short
presentation has time to address. Two commands I

want to note âre:

faxien list - list all available apps that match the supplied
pattern across many repos

faxien upgrade - upgrade one or all apps on the localfile
system to their latest vsn

And of course lets not forget...
faxien help - to print out a list of what faxien can do

1
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Summing ,, 
:B 

(Erlware cycle)

rrffi:o^\ffiTy\#äÞd
1. lnstall Faxien (Erlang Package Management)
2. lnstall Sinan (Erlang Build Systern)
3. Use Sinan projgen to create a project
4. Build, document, and test with Sinan
5. Publish an app or release with Faxien
6. Other folks download and use your package

Erlware Goals Revisited
. Allow the Erlang Community to drive itself

- Create otp packages with sinan publish and installthem with
faxien. Now we can easily leverage eachothers work.

. Allow the community to evolve the language/platform
- No need to install erlang from source, you can create your own

release and people can símply install that - if you want to bundle
your alternative to stdlib instead of the original go ahead. Make the language/platform accessible to reasonably

competent programmers
- OTP apps and releases are easy to install and build installwith

Faxien and Sinan.

1
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Steps to Reach Ërlware's Goals

. Define a Common Repository for OTP Artifacts

- The rêpo = done
. Make it easy for anyone to host their own

version of the Repository

- Just a websçrver = done
. Build tools that leverage the features of the

Repository and help build our community

- Faxien & Sinan = done

@rIuJAl'@',,.-,,,,.,, ì1,,.,:]:j¡; .:,;:r,,:,,i
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Quality Cruising
[\llaking Java Work for Erlang

l"',¡ il" "l;¡ì,,,,::ì .ì i i,:;1iì, r

This is a preliminary version for the EUC proceedinqs the final
version with more detailed examples will be made ovailable on the

EUC web-page.

l

!,,
i

l:'

1

*

I will talk about autCImated testing, and how to
make Java do that work for you.

But first a short recap for those of you who
weren't here last year or don't remember my
talk about Kreditof.

2

2
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o Founded in December 2004.
o Bring trust to lnternet shopping,by providing

old style billing through hi-tech solutions.
. More than 1600 lnternet shops connected.
o The company vision:

- "Be the coolest company in Sweden."

3

3

se

4

. The system is built from scratch using LYME
(Linux,Yaws, Mnesia, and Erlang).

o We have a distributed system with multiple
servers to provide a fault tolerant, high
availabi lity solution.

. We aim for 5 nines availability, in a setting
where we introduce new features in the system
every week (often every day).

o The problem fits Erlang really well.

KREDITOR
4
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. We have have an informal agile process.
o We have very short time to market, for simple

changes the time from idea to use in
production can often be less than one hour.

Õ lt is crucial for us to have an automated
comprehensive test suite.

- With a framework that works.

- Which is used. Always.
' Enters Yatsy and truf se ffimrrtnmå.

5

5

o Yet Another Test Server -Yaws compatible
(Yatsy is Swedish forYatzee - testing is a bit like a dice game.)

. Why (yet) another test server?

- The "rede#s#d" OTP-test server is from 2004.

- lt isn't really open source.
* We just couldn't get it to work.

. First version hacked together over a weekend
by Tobbe.

- Released as open source:
http : / / code. google . com/p /yatsy /

R6

6
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-module(exomple-SUITE) .

-export([o11l1, init-per-sui.te,/1, fin-per-suite,/1, init-per-testcose/Z,
fi n-per-testcase/Z, simple,zll ).

-include( "yotsy. hr1 ").
all(doc) -> ["Test ccses for exonrple."];
otl(suite) -> [simple].
init-per-suite(C*nÊig) when list({onfi.g) -> {or"rfig.
fi.n-per-suite(-Canf ig) -> ok.
init-per-testcose(-T*stCose, Config) when otom(-.TesiCnse),list(Coniig) -> Conf¡ç
fin-per-testcose(.-.TestCuse, -.Config) -> ok.

si.mple(doc) >

f"Check thot we cün get cn rìew excffipIe."];
si.mple({"*nf) when j.s-list(ennf) >

t] = êXorllPle: newO ,

ok.

KREDTIOß
7

o Cruise Control is a framework for cont¡nuous
integration.

. lt is open source.

It is written in Java.. lt automatically checks out the latest vers¡on
from a repository, does a build, and runs all
tests - as soon as anyone checks anyth¡ng ¡n.

I
I
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. A set of plugins

- Version control pollers (eg.wrapped svn st -u)

- Compile and test systems (eg.ant)

- Publishers
. web site, email, rss, irc, etc...

o A build queue

' And some other things (admin gui, etc ...)

I KREDTI.OR
I

dh

. Poll for event

- usually version control update or time based

. Compile and run tests
o Gather results

- return value from script and xml report fìles
. Publish results

10

10
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. A set of projects

- commit-[branch], nightly-[branch], êtc ...
. One config fìle

- Which plugin to use

- Parameters for each plugin

11

ctç

. CC starts a script
- svn update

- make

- run yaßy
. Reporting

- Yatsy reports test results trough an xml fìle
. Reverse engineered from JUnit

12

11

12
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o flü gives you immediate feedback on the tesr
status of all your branches all the time.

o Our contribution:
. Open sourced test suite -Yatsy.

Nice sirnple integration between ffifr and Erlang -
we let Java do some work for the Ërlang developer.

o ffiffi is just as valuable as aV{:$.
. lf you are not using f,C for your projects, start

using it NO\ /.

13
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Generic syntactic analyser: ParsErl *

Róbert Kitlei, Laszló Lövei, Tamás Nugy, Anikó Nagyné Vig,
Zo\tâ"n Horvá,th, Zoltëm Csörnyei

Department of Programming Languages and Compilers,
Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary

{kitlei,lovei,n._tamas,viganiko,hz,csz} (Oinf.elte.hu

Àbstract

The increasing demand in automatic code transformation tools - which
can preserve the layout, and can ha¡rdle the whole macro syutax - Ied us
to develop our scarurer and pa,rser tool. ParsErl is a generic syntactic
anaþer f6¡ þ¡la¡g. The scanner a¡rd the parser are generated ûom an
XML definition of the grammar. The result of the scanning process is
a graph, which can be optimised or balanced for applicatio¡rs. The ùool
can preserve the original layout of the source code, including the origi-
nal m¿cro definitions. Our preprocessor creates connection between the
origiual source code's tokens and synta:< tree's nodes. We can provide the
substituted and parsed code for the applications and we can generate the
original source code back, when it is needed.

L Introduction
the increasing amoünt of codebase which has to be maintained resulted in
an increasing demand in automatic code tra,nsfo¡mation tools. For example,
refactoring tools which can change (usually applied in order to improve) the
structure of the code without changing its behaviour 12,3, 4,6,51.

these tools work on a higher abstraction layer than textual format. The
usual approach is to apply syntar( analysis that produces an abstract syntax tree
(AST) of the source code. The standard Erlang parser with the syntax-tools
application provides an interface to produce and work with such an AST [1, 7, 81.

The problem with this approach is that this parser was designed for code
generation. It provides an interface which can generate text from the AST,
buü this result will be pretty printed, because the parser disca¡ds the layout,
whitespace, and punctuation while building the synta:c tree. These information
a¡e irrelevant for code generation but highly valuable for the code transformation

"Supported by GVOP-3.2.2-2004.07-0OO5/3.0 ELTE IKKK and Ericsson Huugary.
A full technical paper about the design of the inte¡nal st¡ucture was submitted to CC2008.
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tools. P¡eserving this information we can preserve the original layout in contrå,st
to pretty priuting.

The other problern witl¡ the standa¡d tools arise when the language supports
macros. Macros are usually substituted with their definition by a preprocessor
before parsing. The Erlang tools can support nracros without substituting them
if they "l¡ehavel' well. If a nracro cuts syntartic errtities in half, the tools cannot
parse it. This means that some code can be compiled, but cannot be pa,r'sed by
the standard tools before prepocessing.

In this pa,per \¡¡e wilÌ show that these problems can be solved with a new
parser, if the design aim is the layout preserving, and the suppgrt of the full
maøo syntax. Fìrrthermore we will give an API which makes it possible to
apply the frnmework in different projects.

2 Motir¡ation
The prototype version <¡f our refactoring tool, RefactorErì, suffered frorn the
above problems. Because in refactoring tools it is a crucial point to be able to
suppnrt the whole syntax a¡nd t<¡ keep the layout a.s it was as much as possible.
This is very important, because the pretty printing makes it harcl to follou¡ the
changes made in the code, leü alone ca,rry out further changes even with the
refactoring tool not to mention by hand.

3 Structure of the tool
In Figure 1 we show tlr.e layers and pa,rbs of the tool. We generate the scanner
and the parser based on am extensible XML description of the Erlang grammar.
After the scanníng and parsing process is done, an applicafion can work on
the graph representation. Our layout preserving printer can restore the original
source code in textual for¡nat from the graph representation.

3.1 XML
Both the lexical elements and the syntactic rules, and the resulting structure
reside in the sarne XML file. This rnakes the <lefinition ea.sily arloptable, cus-
tomisable to language changes, and to different application needs- Obviously
the former happens reaþ rare, because that would ueed chauges in a lot of
applications, and could cause issues with backwa¡d çempatibility.

3.L.1 Lexical eleinents

Lexical elements a¡e described by the element lesicøL. Patterns (elements pat-
tern) are quite similar, onìy they don't constitnte an element themselves. Im-
portant patterns axe the whitespaceand-comments before and after the tokens
(named PR^E and POST), which a¡e included in the token text themselves. Pat-
terns cau be incorporated using a match element. Elements may further consist

2
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rdadülng tool or
çther €ppllcdm

lsydJt
preseryln9
printar

Figure l: The structure of ParsErl

of plain text, branches, optional end repeated pârts, tagged by text, branches,

opt and rep respectively. There a.re some additional faciltties for easier characüer

inclusion: chars-of and. chars-buú, which permit all characters included in (or
excluded of) a given seú.

The following example shows the description of integers.

<le:tical name="integer")
<match nane=,PRE'r/)
<opt>

<branches>
(br>

<text>1</tert>
<chars-of )(range>(f ron>o</f ron>(to>6</to></range>
</chars-of>

</b.¡>
<br>

<chals -of ><rangé><f rôn>2</f ro¡n><to)9</to></ra¡ge>
</chars-of>

</br>
</branches>
<text>#</text>

</opt>
<Batch nameo"Digit'r/)
<rep>

<natÇb ¡ame="Digit"/)
</reP>
<natch nane="PosT"/)

</J.exical>

The following regular expression is generated from this descriptîon:

.)

gräph

paMr

prBproc€ssod tokêns
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tokens
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source code
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3.1.2 Syntax elements

The syntax elements describe the context free grammar rules. All rules with
the same head syrnbol a,re organised under a r:aleset element. They may contain
rules that are not represented in the graph themselves: these a¡e cùled copy-
rule. All other rules have to specify in which class do they belong. This way we
can sirnplify the syntal< graph by storing only so much information as necessa,ry.
For example, all different kinds of expressions are in class expr, alcrd, a¡e not
distinguished from each other further on.

Rule elements (the right hand sides of rules) consisb of tolcens and. sy,mbols.
For the sake of brevity, elements optional and, repeat axe also available.

With the swbols we have to define how we want it to be connected to ühe
head symbol. For e:rample the function clause's pattern elements a¡e connected
to it with a link tagged with pattern, the guards witlt guard, and the body's
elements wibh bodg. These tags wíll be used for information retrieval.

Rules nray also contain attributes that are stored as additional informa-
lion i¡ the graph during parsing. For example, guard sequences may.contain
conjunctions and, d,isjunctions¡ both a,re represented as an etpr node with the
appropriate kind as attribute.

The following example and Figure 2 show the rules fo¡ function clauses.

<ruleset head='rFu¡Clause'r >

<rule class-rrclauEe")
<attrib na¡oe="type" Xuacl</attrib>
<syubol nane=nAtonrr link=r'na¡oet'/)
<token type='rop_paren"/)
<optional>

<synbol nane="Expr" llrk=t'patt€rnt' />
<repeat>

<token ty¡te-"cohnatr/)
<syu.bol !.ame="Expr" l1¡!="p¡ttqrn"/)

</repeat>
</optional>
<tÕketr type="cl_parenr'/>
<oPtional>

<tok€n type='rnhentt/)
<synbol nameo'¡Guard-seq'r linkér'guard"/>

</optioaal>
<tok€n type="arrou",/)
<slmbol !.aûe="Etpr" Link="body"/>
<reP6àt>

<tokea typeo,, conna',,/)
<symboL ¡,ame=t'Exprtt liak="bodyt'/>

</repeat>
</rule>

</ruleset>

4
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nåme
0..* o..1

Figure 2: The function clause rule without the tokens

8.2 Scanner

The scanner is automatically generated from the XML definition with an XSLT.

The XSLT is written with the Erlang's xmerl applicaüion [13, 14, 15]. The XSLT
transformation's result is the input of the leex application [12].

The definition can be easily adjusted to keep the comments and the whites-
pace information or discard them. In our case we chose to attach the whitespace

information a¡rd comments to the lexical categories of the language, therefore
there is no whitespace token. The interface of this module is the standard
interface provided by the leex application.

3.3 Preprocessor

A middle layer has been introduced between the sca¡ner and pa.rser to be able to
support a.ny kind of macros which are allowed in the languages definition. This
layer defines co¡nection between the original source code's tokens and syntax
tree's nodes. This relation is not trivial because the syntax tree can only be

built when the macros had been substituted. Therefore our preprocessor has

to be awa¡e of the structure being built by the pa,rser. Äs a result of this
the preprocessor does not provide a sta¡dard interface for invocations. It is

embedded into the parser.

3,4 Parser

The parser is also generated from the Xl'tL definition. The XSLT transformation's
result is the inpub of the yecc application [9, 10, l1]. The built structure cau

be adjusted just by adjusting the deflnition in the XML. The API is extended

comparcd to the yecc's default interface in order to get the correct result struc'
ture. Parsing one form at a time is supported, and addibionally the extended

API provide.s means to parse a whole file as well.

3.5 Graph
A graph is the result structure of the parsing. The shape of the graph only

depends on the definition ofthe syntax in the XML file. Therefore based on our

body
1..*

5

h/pecfuncl

use

E)çrAtom

t
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,
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preferences/needs the shape can be adjusted bo a certain extent. Because the
yecc uses LALR-I arralysation method the structure has to be resemble a tree.

For example in our refactor üool we decided not distinguish t¡etween the
different expressions. The expressions'type is always expression. The standar<l
parser's expression types are just attributes.

4 Informationretrieval
ltrigh level information retrieval is supported by a query language that makes
it easier to traverse graph structu¡es with fixed depth. This query language
consists of path erpressions. To evaluate it a start node aad the list of links we
want to follow from the start node is required. The direction and filters of the
li[ks can be given. Direction can be forward or backward. The possible filters
a,re:

FiLter = tFiltet, ¡and,, Filter) I {Filter, ,ort, Filter} I

t'not', Fllter) I {Att¡ib,0p, te¡nO}
Artrib = arouo
0p = r==r I t/=, I ,=<, | ,>-, I ,<, | ,>,

The links also have indices which start at 1. Therefore it is possible to choose
one link or an interval of links.

fndex = integerO I {integerO, integerO} I tinteger0, lasr}

Start, End means the indices larger or equal tha,n Sta¡t and smaller than Eud.
For example (using our structure) if s¡e want to retrieve the module name

of the source file we can write a path expressz'on like this. Suppose we have the
root of the tle in the Root va¡iable:

path(Root, [{forn, {kind, r==r, módìlle}}, tattr}])

The result would be a list containing one element. The module name is the
result node's attribute which can be obtained by another function call.

5 Linking \4¡ith other applications
The API demonstrated in Section 4 provides an interface to other applications
which can be easily used. The built graph structure ca¡r be fine tuned to specific
applications. The information retrieval mechanism - the functions, pa,rameters
- do not change when the defined structure changes. These altogether yield a
highly adoptable/optimisable structure.

6
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6 Conclusion and tr\rture work

In this paper v/e have shown that it is possible to sìrpport the whole syntax
of the Erlang language with a paxser which can retain the original layout of
the code. Furthermore, havìng the definition of the whole language and the
result structure defined in one XML file makes the language definition easily

adjustable to changes in the language. The resulting structure ca,n be easily
adapted to any specific problem. For example balancing the resulting graph's
height and width for optimising to the applicaüion's algorithm. The framework
even makes it possible to add extra information to the graph which ca¡not be

derived directly from the syntactic rules.
The ifdef , ifndef macros introduce further difficulty. For example con-

sider the following code:

-ifdef(debug).
-define(LOG(X), io:format("{-p,-p}: -p-[",

[?MoDttLE, ?LINE , X] ) )
-eLse.
-define(LOG(](), true) .

-endif.

The macro's body is different depending on the value of the condition. Even if
we work ou the unsubstitued versiou of the source, we have to consider what
the substituted code would be.

A further development would be to develop the printing mechanism to be

able to para,rneterise it with design rules to enforce the same layout of differenü
developers.
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what we have been workíng on

THE PRODUCT

The product is a server codenamed 'William
Playfair' that serves hypernumbers - nâmed

after the Scotsman who invented thê graph in
1759
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So the cells on my websheet can
update the cells on yours directly (or

your graphs or other applications
and components)

This means that all cells exist in a single
namespace - there is therefore only 'l spreadsheef

At first glance our product looks like 'a
spreadsheet on the web' but our goal is
actually to make 'a spreadsheet of the

web'

Each page has a URL - to create a
new pagejust type in a new path and
populate a cell

Each cell has a URL

¡ ih;;; lJ¡í ú;;; I;¡L-¡,-r:i i.e I

Gatno 5ú.d 6¡k6r Bsc aêad¡n¡

fr Àd. và e Qooffi' rdr
<þ'd; '@ ci:¡ O¡
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The critical thing is that it is a
platform for the delivery of

hypernumbers and products/GUl's
that use them...

Browser On The Desktop

http://acme.corplpage t
A

Other Services

Web Server

Other GUI's

Database

The critical decision is to treat
'pages' and ncellsn (or parts of

pages) separatelyn and only use
Flash for singlg pages...

r a page is terrninated by a slash:
prolo : / / st¡bbíes . domain . tld [ : port | / page / pat)t /
. a cell is not:
proto : .// errbbies . domain . tld [ : port] /page/path I âb23
. ând we use queryns to build the API:
proto : //gub'bies . donain. tld t : portl /page/path,/ab23?toolbar
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This gives us a simple loading cycle - thê
page URL loads the GUI as a single

object and the Flash ¿nit ( ) event builds
the GUI

,&@güÞ

GU
vta

I files are associated with nodes in the path tree
the management console - drop your own in for

the whole of the part of the lnformation Architecture

I i;:t"-a.-ll

iir. j !
i:\.;l- lì

i r: ,.:

!. ". .: 'f
l. ' ': 'i¡i,_ ":i':r1.'ì

So how do we actually use a
hypernumber - what do the building

blocks of this platform actually

You set the value of a hypernumber with an http(s)
POST:

protocol :,/./sub,bies . domain . tld [ : port] /page./path / aAZS
with action=create

value*l23{5
vgpeelffi be:
a fomula =l+2ãå{+b2 cellt on the Same page

=/some/other/page/al absotutä fage
addres$¡ng

Èralpagername("6ub-total,,l bycellname
=.J.Íelat¡verpagerbl r€tat¡ve page

addressing
Êhypernumber(.,proto:r/sub,dom.f ld iporumypage/a3',)

and you get the value using an htrp(s) euf:

cons¡st of?
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You can u$e a whole range of
formulas (also available in Microsoft
Excel!) or write your own server-side

one
mÐdl , rbhvi , wluo/'l ,mud1, rlgw2. uaíl,
md€lerm/l, rblrlþrl, vaott,
modarúl , rlshlh¡2, ß¿tn ,mlü3, reund.,2, qmulst€/l ,mHbß, runddwú2, pffintile¡2,
mln/|, ourdud2, prcpor/l,
mlnr/l , s¡nù/2, qusrt¡'lo/¿
mlnule,,l . sarEùr3, nrldz,mlNêrso/z, sånåbfz, mnf/3,trmulü¡t, æ¡rchbß, w3t2,
modr2, ffind/1 , p€amnl2,
mode/l, s¡orirl. Monlr¿,
moflhñ , s¡¡V'l . skew/l .o/t, s¡nhñ, slope¡2,nr/o. smst/:1, stgyrl2,
noüri, Èqrtl, dde¡rl,
uûrdist/,|, úa[daldisl3. suotal¡z.lmdisul, ddwrl, smúenwl,. sfdwdl , smlf/3,
oddrl , sbdltute/¡, sn¿nym,
ofll , $bdtúe/4, ilnú.|t2n,pemuü2, $n¡r1, sl1my2,2.plro, smplþduci¡z, tF¡dfe,
þound/|. smsqrl, lrci¡dr,{,
¡nnd/2, t€n l, tnnsp6a/2,pwilz, tanhí, üiltmân 2,
¡noducÍ1. lod¡y/o, rund1,ßdianlt, tddl, trund2,mnd/0, bus/o, wr8/l ,rcdaæt{, lyp€/l , wrp¡/l ,ß!i/2' uppedt , Flbulu4

abs/l , qlitorær3, frlsl/J,
aG/1, úßlf2, flnü2,
að6ft/1, æs/1, fndß,
Éddr$/s, ostfl, frdbt2,
sndfrt, øuilrl, ffllhß,
asr,r1, untarl, frN/:¡,
aroas/f, @unlHanul, fshèr/i,
a6in/l . @ntlf/2, nsherlnv/l .

aslnilf, Øvarf¿ ¡Éerjll,
slan/l , fi'ldnqrv3, ñcd¡¿
8iaî?n, drter3, frcdr3,
alanhl'|, dotwafuon, ñoart2,
avedwrl, dâyn, foGæd/3,
av6rego/1, dsi5$tli"¡, firquoncy12,
avem0àâ/t, daverager,l, ftod/¿
betadlvs, ûr,1, fvl3.
bót¡lnvrs, dus, ftr,|,
blnqndsü,t, dcòuru,l, fv/s,
6lculatoa døurl8r,+, gåmm¡dw,l
6l[îs/2, ddbr{, gåma¡nv/3,
ællr2, ddUs, qammalrYl ,
châr/1, dwsq/i, osmqn/í,chidll¡2, @e¡11, í¡eslepll ,cùiiN¡¿ ry¡(/¿, gðleg2,
dlitcg/2, day336(n, orwthr,f,
cì@$fi , etr_typêí , hrmsan/l ,
cldrú|, mrifl, trerrf ,
cods/l , ffidn, hypoedndlsi/4,
ølumnt, ordl, lfl/3,
6lmns,1, qÞondisl¡¡, trdd,/,|,
mdn ?, l¡clrl, lndl¡Þd/,l,
trcalenatdi , fals/o, ¡nul ,

You can address multiple cells in a variety of
different ways using URL's as well and these

URL's will return lists that can be directly
used in formulae

prçto : //sub . don. t-l.d/pag'e/pat.}¡/ab12 : cd34
proto : //sub . don. tld/page/path/ab
proto :,//sub. don, ttd/¡rage / patÃ/ L2

proto : / /sub . don. ttd/page/path/ab23 : cd34, xl : y3
proto; //sub.don. tt¿/page/patå/ab23: cd34, *1 :y3

e range
a whole column
a whole row
a union
an intersection
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Web Browser Web Browser Web Browser

WebSheet Server
Vers¡on 2

WebSheet Server
Vers¡on 1

l,lrebSheet Servêr
VeB¡on 3

There are three substantial API's in the
product - all with different

characteristics - which are required for
different purposes

Kev

-+ 
VerticalAPl V3.0

€ HorizontalAPl
--+ RemotingAPl

The horizontal API is how one cell
establishes a relationship w¡th

another cell on a different seruer

Request to set up a hypernumber link:
protocol : / /subbÍes . domain. t1d/pat.h/t o / a/page/ ab23
with action:register

registered_URl:ti¡e URL of the ce17 to be updated
proxy_URI,-thë URL that the notífication ís posted to
biccie:¿ \biccie'

Notify a registered cell that the value has changed:
protocol : / /proxy. domain. t ld/path / to / a /page / ab23
with action:notify

type=change
notifying_URl:the URL of the ee77(s) that aîe notifying
registered_URl=the URL of the ceTL to be updated
value:ful.l. y qua Lif ied hypernunber
biccie:a 'biccìe'
vers]. versJ-on
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...and the horizontal API also
includes a small number of

struçtural elements that are required
to make the system work...

. Notification of structural changes
"l have deleted this column on this page"

"l have inserted a 3x5 block at this cell"
"l have deleted the name 'sales"'

. These require remote sites to rewrite their
formulae or mark their values as
#undefined

...the horizontal API is entirely rosr
based and has three core 'verbsn
that provide it with structurê...

register
unregister
notify

set up hypernumber links

tear down hypernumber links

notify remote sites of value/structural changes
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The vertical API delivers
functionality to a particular user or

set of users and is a mixture of poss
and GET based

Read. Returns something
. GET
Create/Update. Creates or updates â value in a cell or cells or a named rånge. POSE action=create
Clear
. Clears the values in a cell or cells, a named set of cells or a page. POST action=clear
lnsert
. lnserts new cells causing reorganisation of the grid
' PO9T action=insert
Delete
. Deletes cells causing reorganisation of the grid - or deletes a named set of

cells (leaving the cells themselves unchanged)
' POST actiondel-ete

The meat of the read component ¡s
provided by decorating the URL's

with appropriate quer¡es

. Get a cellformatted as a hypernumber
protocol r //sr¡bbies . donain. tld [ : porÈ ! /path / to / a / paga / a?hfpernrriber

. Get the information required to populate the toolbar for a cell
with focus:

protoco]' : / / subt iês . domain. t ld [ : port | /path / to / a / page / âbZ3? tootbar
. Get details of the cells a particular cell is link_to or

linked_from returning the result in a particular format:
p¡otocol:,//sr¡b. donain. tld/pagê/path/ àb23? ll.ink_to I link_fron¡ , formåÈ= lr(nl I j son]
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...the hypernumber format is simply a list
showing the current value of the cell, the
reference tree (used to check for circular

references) and any errors that have bubbled

(Þ-,i .9 aat O @e
ac&srdêd ¡¡66ræc*dß

Sluo>4{ôlus>

...the toolbar wants to know where the
current cell takes values from and where
its value is usedn so that you can browse

from one page to another - as well as

<þ. ,i;, .€ .+ (à @ø
ac.thesrú.d È¡LrêrBsch.&!

ùlto"/lata6t,<..tM ltttl t 7
hn!: //i.t€.sr.<o.¡@/rrrlÀút-2
ùnp ¡//1à1.Èt,<or:*s/rr:/Àint-1
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,..the remoting API is socket based - a
GUI (or a chart) registers that it is looking
at a section of the matrix and it can then
be notified in real-time of changes to the

The client uses three verbs:
authenticate cookie uses the http cookie
regíster proto : / / st;uo.. dou. tld/sone/page/a1 : j 9
unregister proto ¡ / / svb .don. t1d/s ome / F¡age /al : j 9

The server responds w¡th one verb:
change proto : / / sub.don. t1d/some/page/a1 99

...and there are a number of possible
extensions - wê welcome your
views and ideas on thesê - they

include:
Summary/query URLs:
. proto : //eub . don. tld/expenses/gordon,/ 2Oe7 /Aug
, pnot:o : / / eub. dom. tld/expenses / t / 2OO7 / * /surn (name (total) )

Negative, complex and floating cell
addresses:

. proto : //sub . don. El.d/pagê/path/aa . be+ix-33 . 3+iS
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...and there are a number of different
components of the product that are of

interest - in particular the Mnesia
management panel..,
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...but also the delivery platform
which is a customised vens¡on of

Ubuntu with a single-click in$taller...

. based on Dapper Drake 6.06 (LTS)

. customised with the Ubuntu Customisation
Kit (uck)

. basic platform will include an Erlang
distribution system (eg CEAN)
- ldeally with split repositories so that our

application can be updated from within the
general Erlang distribution

. to be open-sourced
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what we have been working on

ADOBE FLEX

il

ex is a mark-up language that compiles
to Action Script 3.0 - which is an ECMA-
262 compliant scripting language - it is a

close cousin of Javascript and quite

FI

Styles:
Datacrid {

backg.oundcolor: {lfffff,f ;
horizontal.cridLines: truê;
Iettèrspacing: 0,
horizontalGridLinèColor : *666666,-
uÊeRollover: falaei
rollove¡Color: *666666;
fontFa¡Lily: lahona;
fontsi.ze:11; Ì

Functions,
privatè function load¡,inkaFrom (event I ReauttEv€nt) : void
{

link_tó.dataÞrovider = new ÀËay();
for éach (var lír¡kÊtosxML in êvènt.result.lint)

link_to . dataprovidêr. addlt€û¡ ( { Iabêl ¡ linksto . sitê . tostrínq (, +
linksùo.path. togtringO l) ;

l
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...but it is the collections of prebuilt
components that can be confígured

through a mark up language that make it
so powerful

<nênuitêû labCLEtr Forßulâs il>

<ûènuiteD labelsr¡¡4athart dâta-il¡dathsrr>
<nenuitên label=rÀf i tlrneticrr>

<úênuit@ label='rsu¡r" dlata=rsu¡O'r/>
<Benuiteû labelÉr'pfodustr data=r'product ( )'rl>
<û6nuitet¡ ].abel='ãbsü /rata=nabs O ú/>
<menuiten labêl=üsqrtr data="sqrt( ) "/>
<menuitem label=ttpow€rú data=,'power ( r ) ¡r/>

<úênuit€ú l'l€lsrsignil aata="sigm( ) "/>
<mênuit€e lrù€lÊnê:Fü data="-*Ir O "/>
<mênuLtêû labêl="fact" data-"fact ( I "/>
<¡ßênuitem lalbêIe¡rrÀod,¡ data-"nod(, ) "/>

</¡¡enuitèn>
</rnênuite0>

</n€nuitef¡>

...just drop binary files onto the
server docroot and configure the

matrix gerver through a GUI and you
are 'qood to gon

. loose binary integration
- very clean

- allows a secondary market to develop
. powerful platform that is available on

around 90o/o of desktops
r gêhuinely cross-platform
. socket and http-based connectivity
. well suited to a 'naiVe' coding style (eg

loads of concurrent connections to yaws)
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What happens now

NEXT STEPS

,..r,ìre are currently seedfunded through a
pan-European VG-backed funding

contest called Seedcamp but need to
step up a notch...

Backers include:
.Eden
.Amadeus
.Venrex
.Atomico
.Northzone

Backers include
.Highland Capital
Partners
.lndex
.DJFEsprit
.Atlas Venture
.Benchmark Capital
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...looking to raise Series 'A' and
make some significant technical and

non-technical hires in the near
futurg...

. launch before Xrnas

. go into Series 'A'funding

. make significant hires
. including senior Erlang positions
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Integrating OTP with
nterprise Service Bus

OAS (OTP Application Server)

25.10.2m7 1

Leslaw Lopack¡
Telenor lS Nord¡c, Norway
leslaw. lopacki@telenor.com
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Background - what is SOA?

What is Service Oriented Architecture?:
r Is a collection of services which communicate

with each other
r Uses loosely-coupled relationships between

producer and consumer
¡ Has no direct relationshio with software.

programming, or technology
r Services can be accessed without knowledoe

of their underlying platform implementatioñ
r ORB./CORBA.|s probably a first SOA

implementation
. Seryices are "usually" defined using

WSDUXSD
. Messages are "usually" SOAP/XML based but

not onTy

225.10.1m7 l€Câw, lopacf i@deror.@th

1
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What is OAS and OESB?

. OAS - OTP based Application Seruer:
. Provides a simple framework for buildinq Erlano based

"Beans" - depl'oyed as Erlang processes-- Z tyfles
supported:
. Dynamic workers - started dynamically on demand
. Static Workers - registered processes (Singletons)

. Technicalfy it isn't a JEE App Seruer - it simolv does not
suppoft all JEE specs - bu'tihat's not an issüeí here

. OESB - Connects ESB and OAS:
r us€s SOAP 1.1- ErlSoap 0.4.3

25.10.2007 leCaw.foÞad(¡@dffi,om 3

CoMet/Metro/COS at Telenor

How this idea was born?:
r Metro and COS are integration platforms with ca 50 systems

(running at Telenor):
. 2 different Application Servers: IBM WebSphere and BEA Weblogic. Close integration of JEE and .NET applications

r CoMet is a new integration platform which integrates Metro,
COS:
¡ Uses SOA Enterprise Service Bus from BEA

r Very limited/no use of Erlang:

' Only isolated systems - e.g. Jabber seruer
r We could consider using OTP/Erlang in some installations if it

was easiêr to integratea -
r e.g. uslng SOAPIXSD ,VSDL

425.10.2@7 ledarlopacti@teþrcf,æm
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25.10.2m7

Motivation for OESB

r Erlang íntegrates poorly with large enterprise architectures
. But thank to SOA the systems can be more heterogeneous:

i.e. appearance of SOA makes it easier to integrate "small languages"
(Erlañg ...) with the 'tig ones" (JEE .NEf, ...)-

r OTP is far more cost-effìcient than any existing JEE Application
Seruer, e.g.:
. Built ¡n eff¡cient look up of resources - reduces "glüe code"
¡ Built in databäse: mnesiâ
r Offensive approach: simpler "exception handlingi less code needed to

get things dóne
r SOA and:

¡ OO does not integrate so well
. FP seams to be a perfect match

Conclusion:
r 5OA brings an opportunity to introduce OTP in existing installations

l€Caw.lopåck¡@ÞlÐor.m

OTP's weaknesses from SOA po¡nt of view

. Good built in SOAP libraries are essential:
. ErlSoap is rather limlted - i.e. it does not support WSDL

. Yaws contains some WSDL support (not evaluated here)

. Lack of infrastructure to quickly deploy
applicat¡ons - application seruers

r Not optimal for "frontend" systems:
. GUI design support is poor ! 6
r Poor suppoft for Web Seryices and Web technologies

625.r0.2m7 l6law.bÞäcki@Elqr.øm

1



OESB Architecture

Web Logic
Application Server

(wLS)

OTP
Application Server

(oAS)

SOAP SOAP

ËSB - Aqua Logic Service Bus
(ALSB)

25.10,2007 l€daw.¡opactl@HeM.æm 7

Demo system

. Demo of cinema booking system

. Exemplifies strong sides:
r of an App Seruer:

like Web GUI and integration with legacy JEE systems
, of OTP/Erlang:

like high transactÍonal throughput, low latency reliable data
storage, FSM support, reliability and scalability

I¿5.10.2007 lslårry.lopack¡@tehffi .com

2
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BookingApplication
(JSP)

BookingBean
(JEE - State-Less Session Bean)

WLS

Web Logic App. Server: Demo Design

ALSB

oas_engine

oesb (erlsoap)

cinema_wk cinema*wk

booking_dwk

booking_ds/k

booking_dwk

bookihg_dwk book¡ng_dwk

\
\

I ,

OAS

OTP Application Seruer: Demo Design

ALSB

1
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FSM for booking_agent

qn6l-*at/Fl*s

robook_9åLnok/ansrer_nok

25.10.2007 ledaw.lopäcll@tdfls.m 11

sle4_saU*led
*lêdir€

p€y_soât_quboot(
Gbooklng

OESB Enhancements (Future)

' Take full advantage of OTP
. Make it scalable:

. Load balancing support

. Make it more reliable
. Better redundancy/replication support

25.10.2007 lêdaw.lop¿ckl@Þléntr @m 13
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HRT systems: what since now ?

ß Hard Real-Time (HRT) constraints are common in many
application fields, such as:

æ HRT application are often been developed using C, C++, Ada on

top of RT operating systems

Ø Other "main-stream" languages, such as Java, approached the
problem of RT only recently

ü Nowadays, RT systems are quickly moving towards embedded
architectures and solutions

>"

ÌiÍ.:



Functional prograrnming for HRT: Erlang ?

G Functional programming paradigm can help a lot in modeling,
defining, developing, testing and maintaining RT systems

ü ln particular, Erlang/OTP has been successfully used for
massively concurrent soft real-time systems

@ Erlang/OTP gives some basic functionalities that are really useful
in developing RT systems:

>

systems with a lot of cooperating processes even in distributed
environments

applications in an easy and reliable way

i¡ We think that Erlang has rnuch to say even in the field of HRT
systems, but it lacks native HRT support!

$J
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The Actual Emulato,r Scheduler, ¡ . . .

& The Erlang scheduler does not have support for HRT tasks.

ü lt is a Multi-Queue Round-Robin scheduler

G There are basically three documented levels of priority for
processes: low, normal and high. A fourth priority level (max) is
undocumented and reserved for a couple of system processes.

o All user Erlang processes usually run with normal priority, and
usage of different priority levels (expecially of h¡gh) is highly
discouraged

o So the Erlang native scheduler cannot guarantee HRT:

(starvation problems arise using high and normal prio with strange
spawning patterns.....)

,, ¡
':' 1'
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Towards RT Erlang processes

tTests , Ì'.' 'i?ri 
. ¡¡- |:-r 1r 'l

Oþera s'l"res,
::

ln order to have HRT capabilities in Erlang, three different
approaches are possible :

o Writing from scratch a new scheduler for the emulator
Unfeasible: the scheduler is really entangled wlth much of the
systern Ëxisting Erlang code should continue to work anyway

r Modifying the existing MQRR scheduler to support realtime
Hard: a lot of C code to guarantee HRT

{a Adding HRT as a service, which is an erlang applicatlon which
provides HRT capabilities. This is what this paper is all about :-)

6\
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HARTE: an ove.rview

Ê HARTE is basically an application (a peculiar one), which is in
charge of scheduling RT task

G ln order to guarantee RT scheduling of task, HARTË itself runs
w¡th MAX pr¡ority (.)

o All HARTE tasks (i.e. HRT tasks the user would run), are created
as low priority tasks and put in a scheduling queue using a
Deadline Monotonic (DM) schedullng algorithm

ü Then the scheduler is started and it schedules tasks one by onê,
modifying the priority of the task to be run to HIGH (.)



ir

TERMINATE

schedule

ttlllsstoN

START LIHK

\a

stop

run
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o A new behaviour called rtjsm has been definêd. lt is basically a
genjSm with some additional code for RT management

o Each HRT task is represented by an r[-fsm

o ln the initialisation phase, all RT tasks are defined and added to
the schedu:ler

o To add a task to the scheduler, the init function of r!_fsm calls
r[_sch êd u le r :add-task$,

t\
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o HARTE scheduler is started by calling rt_scheduler:run$

a From there on task to be run are picked up from the queue and
scheduled¡

o To schedule a task, we modify its priority from low to high

G ln order to do that, the BIF process-ftag/3, in order to let a
process change the priority of another process to a level not
hiEher than his own priority level

o Note: This trick is really dangerous, and can lead to weird
situations, if misused¡.¡¡..or even if used... :-)

t-- --

F
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Tests

o HARTE is still a proof-of-concept but it seerns to work!
o We tested it with a couple of heavy CPU-bound benchmark,

running both HARTE tasks and normal erlang processes at the
same time

ø The scheduler overhead, in different configurations, is reported in
table:

Std. dev.
245.78

52.5
132.05

Average Overhead (¡rs)
1 3.1

11 .7
17.9

Test
RT tasks only
RT and Non.".RT tasks
RT tasks many periods

Figure: Average and standard deviation of scheduler overheads

l-\
U-)
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O:pen lssues

ü Erlang Garbage Collector is still a problem" Fven ¡f this approach
seems to work, the actual GC used by the emulator is not
predictable

ß Support for real-time message passing has to be introduced (a
preliminary solution exists !)

ü An ËDF scheduling policy should be adopted and becomes
cumpolsor,y when you have RT message passing

r HARTE code needs a bit of refactoring: it was written in the time
of two nights.¡.¡¡(those bloody two nights when the flame about
priorities exploded on erlang-questions hlL) and you can imagine
how much it can be improved

l- -*c'\







Property-based Testi ng

A STREP proposal for FP7 ICT Gall 1

Prepared by the universities of sheffield, Kent, Politécnica de
Madrid, lr university of Göteborg and Ghalmers together with
Ericsson, Erlang Training and Gonsulting Ltd, Quviq AB and

Lambda-stream

Concept and objectives
Communication networks, based on telephony, wireless and Internet, have over the
last few years been converging. At the present time and for the foreseeable future,
more and more services will be added to these merging networks. What is more, these
services are becoming more complex, both in themselves and in their interactions
with each other and their end users. The telecoms industry has an admirable record in
providing reliability and robust services to its clients, and indeed it is the telecoms
industry that can point to S-nines reliability: that is 99.999% reliability, of their core
systems.

The problem addressed in this proposal is that of maintaining S-nines reliability
in future service-oriented networks and systems.

The software for new services and network devices is rapidly growing in complexity,
among other things because of the variety of formats and multiplicity of delivery
modes evident in modem communication protocols (with thousands of optional fields,
for instance). In addition, such software needs to be context-aware, since the
requirements vary when the same software is used in different ways. There are several
ingredients for ensuring that such complex systems provide the expected reliability,
among them choosing a good architecture, using the right technologies, improving the
software process, and also being extremely thorough and efficient in testing.

This proposal aims to support the European software industry in its testing
methodology for software in network and service infrastructures.

Testing of complex systems is difficult and time-consuming in the extreme, afact
which companies such as Ericsson are well aware of. This indicates that radical
approaches are both needed, and will be welcomed by industry-if they work! In this
proposal we build upon the innovative idea of using properties as objects for testing
software. In order to deliver dynamic services and interoperable network applications
with guaranteed properties, we focus testing around these properties.

We have shown in previous work that we can describe these properties in a concise
way, and that we can automatically generate test cases from them. We have carried
out industrial case studies of network applications, and shown that random sequences
of API calls generated from our properties can test much more, much more quickly,
than can traditional, manually constructed test cases. The vast number of formats and
options that these modem service-oriented applications support cannot efficiently be
dealt with through a manual approach.

¿t
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Property-based testing will deliver more effective tests, more efficiently, and thus
deliver economic benefits to the European software industry.

Properties as objects for testing have only recently been introduced in an industrial
setting. From this introduction we leamed that this technology is an enabler for other
tools and methods to test better and faster. There are many techniques that can be
used to create and maintain properties, which were not in reach before.

Testing with properties as objects instead improves the competitiveness of software
developers, since they can deliver higher quality software for a lower price. It also
allows collaborating companies to improve the definition of their software interfaces
and therewith improve the compatibility between their services.

The project will deliver methods and tools to support property-based
development of systems.

Property-driven development is a powerful new mechanism for gaining assurance of
system reliability and functionality. However, in order to deliver its full benefits we
need tools to integrate property-based testing into the development life cycle.

Property discovery. Current testing is based on sets of test cases embedded in test
suites; we will provide tools to aid the software developers to extract properties from
this test data. Current specifications and models are often informal: we will develop
specialised property languages to ease the formalisation of existing specifications.

Test and property evolution. All software systems are subject to change and
evolution; we will provide tools to support the evolution of tests and properties in line
with the evolution of the system itself.

Property monitoring. Not all properties can be tested in advance of systems being
executed; not all faults will be found during testing, be it ever so thorough. We will
also provide tools to support the post hoc exanination of trace details for
conformance to (or indeed violation of) particular constraints.

Analysing concurrent systems. At the heart of service oriented systems is
concurrency: servers will provide services to multiple clients in a seamlessly
concurrent way; services will federate to provide complex functionality through
concurrently performing parts of a task. We will provide tools by which such
concurrent systems can be analysed for fundamental properties.

The project will put its deliverables to the test by putting them into practice.

The property-driven development methodology will be tested in practice in an
industrial/ academic partnership to build a substantial case study in an industrial
context, reflecting on the tools and method developed, and feeding back into the
project itself.

The consortium will build on a strong software development platform.



The aim of the project is to introduce property-driven development into the software
engineering process. Property-driven development can be used in a variety of
programming languages and systems. The particular platform chosen for initial
implementation of the project is Erlang/OTP (Open Telecom Platform), but a crucial
aspect of our proposal is the dissemination and adoption of the approach much more
widely, particularly into the model-driven development arena (UML) and other
implementation languages (C/C+*, Java, etc).

Erlang/OTP has been chosen as the implementation vehicle because of its robustness
and reliability within the telecoms sector; witness, for example, its success in the
implementation of the AXD301 ATM telecoms switch by Ericsson, one of the project
partners. Erlang is a practical language, designed from the start with practical
application in mind. It also benefits from simplicity, and from being a functional
language, which eases the application of theoretical results from the academic
programming language community. We see Erlang as a natural common ground
between researchers and the telecoms industry, providing a conduit through which
research results can be quickly transferred to industrial applications, and thence into a

wider industrial context. We see precisely this happening in this project.

The consortium has the right combination of skills to deliver results.

The consortium is a balance of academics, SMEs, and a key larger industrial
enterprise. The academics bring experience of testing, formal verification, language
development, and refactoring support, delivered in a numher of successful national
research projects. Quviq are a spin-off from academia, founded to commercialise an
innovative property-based testing tool. The remaining industrial partners are system
builders (Ericsson, LambdaStream), consultants, and trainers (ETC), who will provide
invaluable insights into what is required of practical tools, what properties will need
to be checked, and ways of fitting the results from the project into practical software
development methods.

The project addresses Objective ICT-2007.1.2: Service and Software
Architectures, Infrastructures and Engineering, (b) Service/software engineering
approaches.

The project provides a development process and tools that ensure dependable quality
of service through directly verifying properties of the systems. In the context of
Erlang/OTP, and Open Source systems, this process and the tools will integrate with
open development paradigms, and the Erlang/OTP develop community will be
addressed directly through the project partners and indirectly through training and
open source take-up.

The principal impact of the project will be to allow software developers to bring to
market more reliable products on a shorter timescale. Thus, their profitability will be
improved, and with that comes an increased ability to compete effectively in a global
industry. Also, increased reliability offers the opportunity of building more complex
assemblies of systems from assured components.

These innovations will help to nurture the European software service-provider sector,
and help it to compete effectively on the global stage. Initial developments will be in

j:.r:].,:', l'
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the Erlang/orP sector, since Erlang provides the platform for the project, but
property-based testing in UML and other implementation languages will follow by
means of dissemination through Ericsson and its partners.

In summary, the proposal offers a focussed programme of research, based on a
novel testing methodology, delivering tools and techniques to the European
software sector, large and small, to enable the more efficient development of
reliable software services.

For further information contact:
John Derríck (J.Derríck@cs.shef, ac. uk),
Símon Thompson (5. J.Thompson@kent ac.uk), or
Th o m as A rts (th om as. arts@_ìtu nív. s e),
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News from the
Erlang/OTP Development team

at Er¡csson
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TAKING YOU FORWARD
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Runtime system and compiler

. New BIF's tuple_size/1 , byte_sizell , bit_sizell. Binary Comprehensions. Bitstring + performance improvements for both construction an matching
of binaries and bitstrings. Constant Pool (the compiler now builds constants and put them in a
constant pool shared by all processes)

' Percept - a new application for profiling of parallelism on application level.. Support for SMP (Symmetrical Multiprocessor) on Windows., Yegc - produces more compact code which also execute faster than
before., process_info(

" Enhanced error messages in the Shell

' New module array with support for non destructive arrays.
' Several new features in Dialyzer (support for contracts, easier to built

PLT's etc). Driver_interface with support for creation of threads.

K.¡i.lh Lündj¡ EdånCOlP D.v.loÞm.nl l..m 2 2@7rr-oi entcsso¡ á
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kVlrnt's n#w in R1äffi conrinued

Applications

" New SSL implementation written irì "pure" Erlang (alfa
status) (Old SSL is also delivered)

. Full support for version 3 of H.248 (Megaco)
, Faster ASN.1 (PER) decode thanks to the new bitstring

support.

' Hooks for load regulation in SNMP agent
. lnets (HTTP server) more flexible start and config
n CommonTest and TestServer part of the delivery

Kô¡n.h Lu¡dln Ed¿ñg/OTP O.vdopm.rt t.ád 2OO7-1r-01 rntcssor f

t irl A prmview mf Pert*pt
ER tANG

' Percept is an application level profiler with focus on
parallelism.

. Makes use of new trace points in the virtual machine.

. Collects data about when processes are runnable and
waiting.

, Graphical interactive presentation of collected data.
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array
Erlang Module

Functional, extendible arrays. Arrays can have fixed size, or can grow automatically as

needed. A default value is used for entries that have not been explicitly set.

Unless specified by the user when the array is created, the default value is the atom
undef ined. There is no difference between an unset entry and an entry which has been
explicitly set to the same value as the default one (cf. reset/Z lpage 59]). If you need to
differentiate between unset and set entries, you must make sure that the default value
cannot be confused with the values of set entries.

The array never shrinks automatically; if an index I has been used successfully to set an

entry, all indices in the range [0,f ] wlll stay accessible unless the array size is explicitly
changed by calling resize/Z [page 60].

Examples:

"/""/, Create a fixed-size array with entries 0-9 set to 'uodefined'
A0 = array:new(10).
10 = array:size(40),

t

'/,'/, Cteate an extendible array and set entry 17 to
%% causing the array to gror^r automatically
A1 = array:set(17, true, array:newO).
18 = array:size(41),

'true',

'/""/, R.ead back a stored value
true = array:get(17, A1).

%7. Accessing an unset entry returns the default value
undefined = array:get(3, A1).

%% Accessing an entry beyond the last set entry also returns the
%% default value, if the array does not have fixed size
undefined = array:get(18, Al).

"/0"/o "sparse" functions ignore def ault-valued entries
A2 = array:set(4, false, A1).
[{4, faI-se}, {L7, true}J = array:sparse*to-orddict(42)

%% An extendible array can be made fixed-size later
A3 = array:fix(42).

%% A fixe¿-size array does not gror^r automatically a¡d does not
%% allor.¡ accesses beyond the last set entry
{'EXIT', {badarg,-}} = ("ut"h array:set(18, true, A3)).
{'EXIT', {badarg,-}} = ("ut"h array:get(18, A3)).

1., .:r
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DATA TYPES

arrayO A functional, extendible array, The representation is not documented and is
subject to change without notice. Note that arrays cannot be directly compared for
equality.

Exports

default(Array: : arrayO) -> termo

Returns the value used for uninitialized entries.

See also; new/2 [page 59].

fix(Array: : arrayO) -> arrayo

Fixes the size of the array, This prevents it from growing automatically upon insertion
see also set/3 [page 60].

See also: relax/l [page 59],

foldl(Function, InitialAcc: :termO, Array: :arrayO) -) termo
Types:

o Function = (lndex::integer$, Value:;term0, Acc::term0) -> term0
Folds the elements of the array using the given function and initial accumulator value.
The elements are visited in order from the lowest index to the highest. If Function is
not a function, the call fails with reason badarg.

See also: foldr/3 [page 57] , map/Z [page 58], sparseJoldl/3 [page 60].

foldr(Function, InitialA.cc: :termO, Arrayl :arrayO) -) termo
Types:

¡ Function: (Index::integerQ, Value::term0, Acc::term$) -> term0
Folds the elements of the array right-to-left using the given function and initial
accumulator value. The elements are visited in order from the highest index to the
lowest. If Function is not a function, the call fails with reason badarg.
See also: foldl/3 [page 57] , map/Z [page 58].

from-list(List: :IistO) -> arrayo

Equivalent to from-list([], undefined) [page 57]

from-list(List: :listO, Default: :termO) -> arrayo
Converts a list to an extendible array, Def ault is used as the value for uninitialized
entries of the array. If List is not a proper list, the call fails with reason badarg.

See also:new/Z [page 59], to_list/l [page 6l].

from-orddict(0rddict: :listO) -> arrayo
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Equivalent to from-orddict([], undefined) [page 5B]

from-orddict(List: :1istO, Default: :ter¡oO) -> arrayo

Converts an ordered list of pairs {Index, Value} to a corresponding extendible array.

Def ault is used as the value for uninitialized entries of the array. If t ist is not a proper
ordered list of pairs whose frrst elements are nonnegative integers, the call fails with
reason badarg.

See also: new/2 [page 59], to-orddict/1 [page 6l ].

get(I integerO, Array: :arrayO) -> termo

Returns the value of entry I. If I is not a nonnegative integer, or if the array has fixed
size and I is larger than the maximum index, the call fails with reason badarg.

If the array does not have frxed size, this function will return the default value for any
index I greater than size(Array)-1,
See also: set/3 [page 60].

is-array(X: :termO ) -) boolo

Returns true if X appears to be an array, otherwise f alse. Note that the check is only
shallow; there is no guarantee that X is a well-formed array representation even if this
function returns true.

is-fix(Array: :arrayO) -> boolo

Returns true if the array has fixed size, otherwise f alse

See also: flx/l [page 57].

map(Function, Array: :arrayO) -> arrayo

Types:

¡ Function = (lndex::integer$, Value::term0) -> term0

Maps the given function onto each element of the array. The elements are visited in
order from the lowest index to the highest. If Function is not a function, the call lails
with reason badarg.

See also: foldl/3 [page 57] , foldr/3 [page 57] , sparse-map /2 lpage 611.

newO -) arrayo

Creates a new, extendible array with initial size zero.

See also:new/1 [page 58], new/Z [page 59].

new(Options : :ter¡nO) -> arrayo

Creates a new array according to the given options. By default, the array is extendible
and has initial size zero. Array indices start at 0,

Options is a single term or a list of terms, selected from the following:

N::integerO or {size, N: :integerO} Specifies the initial size of the array: this also
implies {f ixed, true}. If N is not a nonnegative integer, the call fails with reason
badarg.
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fixed or {fixed, true} Creates a fixed-size array; see also fix/l [page 57].

{fixed, false} Creates an extendible (non fixed-size) array.

{default, Value} Sets the default value for the array to Value.

Options are processed in the order they occur in the list, i.e., later options have higher
precedence.

The default value is used as the value of uninitialized entries, and cannot be changed
once the array has been created.

Examples:

array: new ( 100)

creates a fixed-size array of size 100.

array : new ( {def ault, 0} )

creates an empty, extendible array whose default value is 0.

array: new( l{size , 10} , {fixed, false} , {default, -1}] )

creates an extendible array with initial size 10 whose default value is -1.

See also:fix/1 [page 57], fromlist/2 [page 571, get/Z [page 58], new/0 [page 58],
new/Z [page 59], set/3 [page 60].

ner,¡ (Size integerO, Options: :termO) -> arrayo
Creates a new amay according to the given size and options. If Size is not a nonnegative
integer, the call fails with reason badarg. By default, the array has fixed size. Note that
any size specifications in Options will override the Size parameter.

If Options is a list, this is simply equivalent to new([{size, Size} I Options],
otherwise it is equivalent to new( [{size, Size} I [Options] l. However, using this
function directly is more efficient.

Example:

array : new(100, {def ault, 0})

creates a fixed-size array of size 100, whose default value is 0.

See also: new/1 [page 58].

relax(Àrray: :arrayO) -> arrayo

Makes the array resizable. (Reverses rhe effects of fix/l [page 57] .)

See also: fix/l [page 57].

reset(I: : integerO , Array: : arrayO ) -) arrayo
Sets entry I to the default value for the array. This is equivalent to set (I,
default (Array) , Array), and hence may cause the array to grow in size, but will not
shrink it. Shrinking can be done explicitly by calling resize/Z [page 60] .

If I is not a nonnegative integer, or if the array has fixed size and I is larger than the
maximum index, the call fails with reason badarg; cf. set/3 [page 60]

See also: new/2 [page 59], set/3 [page 60].

resize(Array: :arrayO) -> arrayo
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Changes the size of the array to that reported by sparse-size/1 [page 6 I ]. If the given

array has fixed size, the resulting array will also have fixed size.

See also: resize/2 [page 60], sparsesize/l [page 61].

resize(Size: :integerO, Array: :arrayO) -¡ arrayo

Changes the size of the array, If Sj.ze is not a nonnegative integer, the call fails with
reason badarg. If the given array has fixed size, the resulting array will also have fixed
size.

set (I integerO, Value: :termO, Array: :arrayO) -> arrayo

Sets entry I of the array to Value. If I is not a nonnegative integer, or if the array has

fixed size and I is larger than the maximum index, the call fails with reason badarg,

If the array does not have fixed size, and I is greater than size (Array) -1, the array will
grow to size I+1.

See a/so: get/Z fpage 58], reset/Z [page 59].

s ize (Array arrayO) -¡ integero
Returns the number of entries in the array. Entries are numbered from 0 to
size(Array)-1; hence, this is also the index ofthe first entry that is guaranteed to not
have been previously set.

See also: set/3 [page 60], sparse-size/l [page 6l].

sparseJoldl(Function, InitialAcc : :termO, Array: :arrayO ) -> termo

Types:

. Function = (Index::integerQ, Value::term0, Acc::term0) -> term0

Folds the elements of the array using the given function and initial accumulator value,
skipping default-valued entries. The elements are visited in order from the lowest index
to the highest, If Function is not a function, the call fails with reason badarg.

See also: foldl/3 [page 57], sparse-foldr/3 [page 60].

sparseJoldr(Function, InitialAcc; :termO, Array: :arrayO) -¡ termo

Types:

¡ Function: (Index::integerQ, Value::term0, Acc::term0) -> term0

Folds the elements of the array right-to-left using the given function and initial
accumulator value, skipping default-valued entries. The elements are visited in order
from the highest index to the lowest. If Function is not a function, the call fails with
reason badarg.

See also: foldr/3 [page 57], sparse-foldl/3 [page 60].

sparse-rnap(Functi.on, Array: :arrayO ) -> arrayo

Types:

¡ Function = (lndex::integer0, Value::term0) -> term0

¿

I

I

i
À
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Maps the given function onto each element of the array, skipping default-valued entries.
The elements are visited in order from the lowest index to the highest. If Function is
not a function, the call fails with reason badarg.

See also: map/Z Ipage 58].

sparse-size(A: :arrayO) -> integero
Returns the number of entries in the array up until the last non-default valued entry. In
other words, returns I+1 if I is the last non-default valued entry in the array, or zero if
no such entry exists.

See also: resize/7 [page 60] , size/7 [page 60].

sparse-to-l-ist(Array: :arrayO) -> listo
Converts the array to a list, skipping default-valued entries.

See also: to-list/1 [page 61].

sparse-to-orddict (Array: : arrayO) -> [{Index: : integerO, Value: :termO }]
Converts the array to an ordered list ol pairs {Ind.ex, Value}, skipping default-valued
entries.

See also: to-orddict/1 [page 61 ].

to-list(Array: :arrayO) -> tisto
Converts the array to a list.

See also: flromlist/2 [page 57], sparse-to-list/l [page 61]

to-orddict(Array: :arrayO) -> l{Index: :integerO, Value: :tennO}]

Converts the array to an ordered list of pairs {Index, Value}.

See also: from-orddict /2 lpage 58] , sparse-to_orddict/ I [page 6 I ]
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Abstract
A new datatype , the bit string, and a new construct for manipulating
binaries, binary compreheosions, are included in the Rl2B releasé
of Erlang/OTP. In addition to this the implementation of binary con-
struction and matching have been altered to make straightforward
progrrims that operates on binaries or bit strings more efficient.

. This paper will describc the new additions ro the language and
show how they can be used efficiently given the new optimizåtions
ofbinary pattem matching and binary construction. It also includes
some performance numbers to give an idea of the gains that can be
made with the new optimizations.

1. Introduction
Binaries have received a makeover in the Rl2B release ofErlang
with the introduction of bit strings and. extended comprehensions
as well as optimization of both binary construction and pattern
matching,

Binaries have been a part ofErlang for a long time, and there has
been a nice syntax for manipulating binaríes since the R7B release
ofErlang/OTP [3]. There has been some complaints about the using
binaries for fomrats that are bit-oriented rathor than byte-oriente.d
since this tends to lead to complicated and error-prone code [2]. Bit
strings are íntroduced to solve exactly this problem.

List comprehensions are used a lot in Erlang. They tend to make
programs more compact and readable avoiding boilerplate code. In
20M lay Nelson zuggested tlrat there could also be binary com-
prehensions, a compact syntax for operating on binaries. The sug-
gestion was formalized at the 2005 Erlang Workshop [l] and with
some syntax changes this proposal was added as an optional feature
in Erlang Rl lB. It will finally be a supported feature in Rl2B. The
feature not only allows binary comprehension but also the use of bi-
nary genefators in list comprehensions as well as list generaùors in
binary comprehensions. Togeteher we call these features exþnded
comprehensions which give users versatile abstractions for convert-
ing data between structured term formats and binary fonnats.

In addition to this binary comprehensions give the users a sure-
fire way to use the new optimizations of binary conshuction and
pattern marching. The optimization of conshuction of binaries
might be the most important of the two as it makes it possible to
build binaries in a piece-wise manner in linear time. This has been
a problem in previous vçrsions of Erlang forcing programmers to
create lists ofbinaries which arE then concatenated at the end to get
efficient algorithms. This pattern tends to make algorithms mõre
complicated than necessary.

The optimization ofbinarypattem matching is also important as
it decreases the ¡eed to do un¡olling ofcode that iterates over binary
or keeping a counter to itorate over a binary. This optimization
tends to make short natural implementations of functions which
iterates over a binary efrcient. Which is good as the hand-written
optimizations above can introduce subtle bugs.
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In this paper we will describe the new additions to the language
in Section 2 and 3. Then we will give a short intoduction io
the implementation of operations on bit strings and binaries in
Section 4 in o¡der to be able to explain the new optimizations
in Section 5 and give the reader some idea of how he should
program to make use of them. Finally we have some performance
measurements in Section 6 and conlusions in Section 7.

2. Bitstrings and binaries
A new datatype the bit stringis introduced into Erlang. A bit string
is a sequence of bits of any length this separates it îrom a bínary
which is a sequence of bits where the number of bits is evenþ
divisible by eight. These definitiors implies that any binary is also
a bit string.

2.1 Manipulating bit strlngs using the bit syntax

A bit syntax expression:

<<Segl,...,SegN>>

Eraluates to a bit string. If the sum of the sizes of all segments
in the expression is divisible by eight the result is also a binary.
Previously zuch expression could only evaluate to binaries and a
runtime error was raised if this was not the case.

With this extension the expression Bin = <<1 : 9>> which pre-
viously caused a runtime eror now çreates a 9-bit binary. To be
able ûo use this bit string to build a new bigger bit string we can
write:

<<Bin/bitstrì ¡g, 0: 1))

Note the use of bitshing as the type. This expands to binary-
unit I where as the binary type would have expanded to binary-
unil8. Since bitstring is a long word to write in a binary pattem
there is an alias åils which is used in the rest of this paper, similarily
for binary there is a new shorthand bytes.

To match out a bit level binary we also use the bit string type as
in:

case Bin of
<<1: 1,Best/bits>) -> f,,sst;
<<0:1,-/bits>> -> 0

end

This allows us to avoid situations were we previously had to
calculate padding.

Example 2.1 A format from tbe IS 683-PRL proûocol wbich con-
sists of a 5-bit ûeld describing how many I l-bit fields it was fol-
lowed by. Decoding this fonnat required a complicated calculation
of padding to implement in a straightfonvard manner. The result is
shown in Program l.



2.

Program I Decoding a format in the IS 683-PRL protocol

decoda(<<Nr:n0hans:5, -Pad:3, -Reot/bina¡y>> = Bín) ->
decode(Bin, ltunChans, Hu¡n0hans, []).

dêcode(_, _, 0, Âcc) ->
Acc;

decode(Bln, NunCbatrs, N, Acc) ->
SkipBef=(N-1)*11,
SkipÂfter = (NunChans - N) * 11,
Pad - (8 - ((Nunchans * 11 + 5) ¡en 8)) ren 8,
<<-:5, -:SkipBef, Cha¡:11, -:SkipÂfter, -:Pad>> * Biu,
decode(Bin, Nu¡Chans, ¡ü - 1, lOhal I Àcc]).

With the introduction of bit strings it can be implemented with-
out any padding calculations et all as:

decode((<Nun0hans:5, Rest/bits>>) ->
decode(NunChans, Rest, []).

decode(O, -, Acc) -)
lists r reverse (Acc) ;

decode(N, <<Cban:11,Rest/bits>>, Acc) ->
decode(N-l, Regt, lChanlAcc]).

2.2 BIFs for mrnipulat¡ng bit strings

The current builtin functions for manipulating binaries will still
only be defined for binaries. We will instead inaoduce four new
BIFs which operate on bit strings .hey are desc¡ibed in Table l.

3. Bit String Comprehensions
Bit string comprehensions are analogous to List Comprehensions.
They æe used to gdnerate bit strings efrcientþ and succintly. Bit
string comprehensions are written with the following syntax:

<< BitStrl¡rg I I Qualifierl,...,QuaHfierll >>

Bitstring is a bit shing expressioû, and each Qualifier is
either a generator, a bil string generator ot afilter.

generator: Pattêrn <- ListExpr
Where ListExpr must be an expr€ssion which evaluates to a

list of terms.

bit string generator: BitstrltrgPattern <= BitstriûgExpr
Where BitStringExpr must be an expression which evaluates
to a bitstring.

filfer: Expr
Where Expr must be an expression which waluatçs to true or
false

The variables in the generator patterns shadow variables in the
function clause sunounding the bit string comprehensions, A bit
string comprehension r€turns a bit shing, which is created by con-
catenating the results of evalirating Bltstring for each combina-
tion ofbit string generator or ordinary generator elements for which
all filters are true.

Example 3.1 A simple comprehension which changes all lower
case ascii characters in the bit string Bits into uppet case char-
acters.

<< <<(to-upper(X))>> I I <<X>> <= Bits >>

This has the same semantics as the following expression:

bits-to-upper(Bits)

bits-to-upper(<<X, Rest,/bits>>) ->
<< (to-upper (I) ), (bits-to-upper (Best) ) /uits>> ;

bits-to-upper(-) -> <<>>.

The hanslation to Erlang code is pretty straightforward, but the
runtime for the Erlang program above is quadratic in the size of
Bite, whereas the comprehension will be evaluated in linear time.

Since both ordinary list genelators and bit shing genetators are
allowed in bit string comprehensions they can be used to convert a

list ofdata structures to a bit shing representation.

Example 3.2 Considçr the case where you have a list of three
tuples where the ûrst value in the tuple is one of 6 different atoms,
the second value is a l6-bit integer and the third value is a float.
Than you can turn that into a compact format using the following
code:

<< << (atoû-to-int (Aton) ) :3, Iut : 16 , Float/f1oat>> I I

{Aton,Int,Float} <- List >>.

Where aton-to-int maps the six different atoms to integers
between 0 and 5.

3.1 Bit Strtng Generators ln Li$t Comprehensions

In addition to introducing bit string comprehensions we also allow
bit string generators ín list comprehensions. This is useful for
turning bit strings into structured data. One example when it is
useful is for the problem described in Example 2.1. Using a bit
string generator in a list comprehension this can be w¡itten as:

decode (<<N : 5, Chans : N/bits-unit : 1 1, -/bits>>) ->
[chan ll <<cha¡:11>> <- cha¡s].

4. Implementation
In order to describe the new optirnizations ofbinary pattern match-
ing and construction I must first describe how bit shings are repre-
sented and bit string operations are implemented.

4.1 The bit string datatype

The layout of bitstrings is a little bit complicated The actual data
in a bit string resides off heap. There is a data structure oû the
heap that is called a REFC binary that points to the offheap data.
Bitstrings are so called sub-bþaries which also reside on the heap,
They point to REFC binary and they also contain offset and size
fields. They never point directly to the oñheap data. The situation
is described in Figure 4.1.

4.2 Bit String Construction

A bit string construction expression that has the form:
<<ve1 : sêl/t1 , . . . ,ven :sen/l.n>> is translated as follows. We
start by evaluating all the value and size expressions so that we end
up with an expression of the form <<v1 igr/tr ,. . . , v- : s*/t'>>
where all the v¿:s are values and all the si:s are non-negative
integers. If any s¿ is a negative valuç, a¡un-time exception is raised

Then the the resulting size of the binary we are building io

calculated as Dl'=, ,si. An appropriate amount of off heap space
is allocated for fhádata and the REFC binary is created on the
heap. Then each segment is written into the data part. When this
is done the sub binary which becomes the result of the expression
is created.
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bit-size/1 : :bitstring() -> ínteger()

list-to-bitstring/1 : : bltstÌing-list O -> bitstringo

bltstring-to-Iist/1: :bitstringo -> [cba¡O lbitstringOJ

ie-bitstrlng/l: :anyO -> boolo

Retums the size of a bit string in bifs.
This BIF is allowed in guards.
Concatenates the bit strings and chars in the bitstring list to
create a bit shing. A bitstring list is an io list which can contain
bit strings as well as binaries the chars in the bitstring list are treated
as ifthey were bit strings consisting of8 bits.
Tums a bit shing into a list of characters and if the number of bits
in the bit string is not evenly divisible by eight the last element
in the list is a bit string consisting of the last l -7 bits of the original
bit shing.
Rehrms true if the argument is a bit string, otherwise it returns false.
This BIF is allowed in guards.

Table l. New Builtin Functions for manipulating bit strings

j

43 Binary Pattern Matching

Consider the following expression:

<<8;16, X:32, Bin/bits>> = Bits

This gets compiled into the sequence shown in Figure 1. The
instruction create-matcbstate takes a bit string and creates a

matchstate to be used during the matching. The matchstate contains
the size of the bitsning we are matching against, the offset we
are at and a pointer to the data. The getjntegsr inshuction
takes a matchstate and a size and reads that number of bíts, fums
it into an integer and updates the ofset in the matchstate. The
get-bitstriag function creates a sub-binary from the matchstate.

A more complicated matching with several patterns is compiled
into a tree of instuctions for exampleif we have:

case Bits of
<(A:8, 1:8, X:8, Bin/bits>> -) contl;
<(A:$, 2:8, X:16, Bin/bits>> -> cont2'

end

We end up with the tree of instructions shown in. Figure 2.
We have some new instructions:

save--natchstate(N,MS) This instruction saves the present off-
set in the matchstate in save slot N.

Figure 1. Matching graph for<<8;16, X:32, Bin/bits>> =
Bits

SIâûk

B

Hesp

REFC Hcoder

Size - 31

MeÞ OtrHeF

l--N o 0 I 0 I

SubBinH6d6 | | 0 0 I 0 I I

s:5 I lo I I 0 0 I I 1

o=r5 I lo 0 0 0 0 0 1 ?

SubBin Hcadø

S-16

o:8

= getjnæger{l6,MS)

Temp: 8

X= gÊt_integq(32,Ms)

Tcr¡p - I

Tcmp:2

fail

Figure 2. Matching graph for case statement



restoreiatchstate(N,üS) This instruction loads the offset
value from slot N and makes it the prçsent offset value.

end-of-bitstring This instruction checks that the offset in the
matchstate is equal to the size. That is that we lrave reached the
end ofthe bit string

5. Optinrizations
In R12B both biqary construction and binary pattem rnatching has
been optimized. ln this section we will describe these optimizations
and discuss how to write code that best utilizes trhe optimizations.

5.1 BinaryConstructionOptimization

The basis of this optimization is that it the emulator can create bit
shings with extra trninitialized space, so ifa bit string is built by
continously appending to a binary the data does not need to be
copied if there is enough uninitialized data at the end of the bit
string.

Bits contains a bit string of 1000 biæ followed by 600 bits of
uninitialized data.

In the expression

NêsBits = <<Bits,/bits, 12:32>>

NewBits gets bound to a bit string of 1032 bits followed by 568
bits ofuninitialized data, Bits on the other hand can no longer be
appended to.

On the other hand ifwe have this expression:

Ne!¡Bits = <<Bits/bite, 12:640>>

Since there is not enough uninitalized data NesBlts becomes
a new bit string consisting of 1640 bits followed by 1640 bits of
uninitialized data. Bits remains the same a bit string of 1000 bits
with 600 bits uninitialized data.

What does this mean in practice when your programming?

. It means you can build bit strings piecewise in linear time

. It meaûs tbat when your building a bit string from a list or from
an other bìt shing and you want to have the same order of your
pieces you should use tail calls and an acumulator

r [¡ ¡¡ç¡ns that you can reverse a bit string efficiently without
tuming it into a list

L¡t us see sonle examples of effcient programs for building bit
strings:

Example 5.1 This function reverses a bit shing consisting of 32 bit
integers:

rêverse-32bit (<<X: 32,Rest/bits>>) ->
<((reverse-32bit (Rêst) )/bits,I:32)> ;

reverse-3Zbit(<<>>) ->

Not that when we are constructing the answer the first element
of the new bit string is the growing bit string.

Note that we use direct recursion in order to get the reverse order
inthe result inthe following examplewe want to perserve the order
ofthe input.

Example 5.2 This simple function stores a double in 32-bits if it is
prefaced by a zero ifit is prefaced by a one it uses 64-bits.

eave-floats(Bits) ->
save-floats(Bits, <<>>).

Figure 4. Optimized code for sr¡n1/2

save-floats(<<0: 1,F:64/float,Rest/bits>>, Acc) ->
save-floats(Rest, <(Àcc/bits,0: 1,F:32,/f1oat>>) ;

save-f loats ( <<L z L,F 264/ ÍLoat,Rest/bits)>, Acc) -)
save-floata(Rest, <(Acc/bits, 1: 1,F:64lf1oat>>) ;

save_floats(((>>,Äcc) ->
Àcc,

5.2 Binary Pattern Matching Optimization

To describe the new optimization of binary pattern matching con-
sider these two functio¡s which calculates the sum of the b¡es in a
bit shing:

su¡1(Bits) ->
sunl(Bits, 0).

su¡01 (<<X,Rest/blts>>, Acc) ->
sunl(Rest, Acc+X);

sunl(<(>), Acc) -> Acc.

sun2(Bits) ->
sun2(Éirs,0,0)

sun2(Bits,N,âcc) ->
casê Bits of

<<- :N,Ì,[,est/bits>> ->
suû2 (Bits, N+8, A,cc+X) ;

<<-/bite>> ->
Àcc

end.

The generated code for sr¡nL/2 is shown in Figure 3(a). In each
iteration ofthe loop a sub-binary is created from the match sate only
to promptly be turned in to a new match state in the next iteration.

For sun2/3 we avoid creating this sub-binary but we still have
to create the match state in each iteration.

The new optimization of binary paüern matching follows from
tle observation that it is untrecessary to convert a match state
into zub-binary only to immediatly convert it back to a match
st¿te. Instead we calr keep the match state in the loop. Using this
optimization the code for sunl/2 is shown in Figure 4.

How should we write code to make it possible to apply this
optimization? The most important thing is to make sure that the
binary we are matching agaiûst is not used for anything else in the
function. ln addition to fhis we need to make sure that the sub-
binary we are creating is only used in a selfrecursive call.

6ave matçhstatc(l,MS)

X = g€t-intege(8,Ms) resûorc_rnûlchstat{ I,MS)

end_of-bitsrring(MS)

retum(Aæ)
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X=ger iDtegs(E,MS)

ênd_of_bitst¡i¡g(MS)

rctud(A@)

skþ bit¡(N,MS)

X =eú_inlege(8,Ms)

skip_bilst¡ing(ûll,MS) re3torc_matchstald l,MS)

N=N+8 slip_bib(âllMS)

rctun(Aø)

(a) Generated code for sunl/2 ft) Generaæd c¡de for snnc/3

Flgure 3. Code generated for two different functions calculating the byte sum of a bit string

f (<<Patternl , . . . ,Rest/bits>>, .

. . . 'l Rest is not used here
f(Rest,.,.);

f (<<Pattern2, . . .,Rest/bits>>, .

... 7. Rest is not used here
f(Rest,...);

f(<<>>, ...) ->
ReturnVa1ue

Figure 5. Function skeleton that will be optimized

A good model for functions thåt want to make $ure they use this
optimization is shown in figure 5.

6. Performance
In this section we will give some performance figures and com-
pare some different approaches to write programs operating on bit
strings as well as comparing handling of bit strings in Rl lB-5 and
Rl2B. All of the benchmarks in this section have been run on a
unicore 2.4 GHzPentium4 with I GB ofmemory nrnning lfbuntu
7.r0.

6.1 lP-packetchecksum

This prograrn exists in four diffe¡e¡rt flavors. Two which creates
sub-binaries like the prograrn in Figure 3(a) the difference be-
tween these programs is that one ofthem unrolls the loop eight
times whereas the other program does no unrolli¡g. Tho programs
are called Sub and SubUnrclled. The other two programs use the
same qæe of iteration as the program in Figure 3(b), one of these
progams is also unrolled. They are called, Iter and, IterUnrclled.
They each calculate the checksum for a 658 kB file one hundred
times. The runtimes can be found in Table 2. The four different
fl¡nctions can be found in Program [?] in the appendix.

Progfam IJIIAM KiZIJ.O H1PH RIzB-U
6tt String Co mpre he ns ion
Bit String Recarsion
List Comprchension

10.43
14.49
10.22

2.69
3.41
6.21

Table 3. Runtimes in seconds for making 65,8 MB of data all
upper case

The results suggest that performance ofbinary pattem matching
in general is better in Rl2B, but paritcularily when using sub-
binaries. The effect ofdoing unrolling decrease ûom a factor four
in Rl lB to less than approximatly a factor 1.5, which suggests that
good performance can be had without adding ugly unrolling.

6.2 Upper Case

In the second experiment binaries are both conshucted and pattem
matched on, but it is a pretty simple program. It simply tums
a binary string into an all upper case binary string. There are
three different versions of the function all of them are shown in
Program 2 in the appendix.

It was not really relevant to run this benchmark on Rl lB-5 since
the bit string recursion function had a quadratic cost and bit string
comprehensions were very inefrcient. They were thr.rs only run on
Rl2B. The input was the same as in the lP-checksum case, a 658
kB ûle that was h¡med into an all upper case file one hundred times.
The results are shown in Table 3.

The results seem to suggest that with BEAM bit shing compre-
hensions are competitive with operating on a list while it becomes
superior when native compilation is used. It is also superior to ex-
plicit recursion. This is the case since it is easier to analyze a bit
slring comprehension and thus constuction and matching of bit
strings can be optimized further.

Tho implementation of bit string comprehensions can be im-
proved further. In many cases the size ofthe resulting bit string can
be computed beforehand. This is not done yet, but we expect to
implement this in future releses of Erlang/OTP.

.) ->

.) ->



á

Program BB,AM RIlts-5 HrPfi Rl lB-5 IJEAM RI2Ii.O HrPE Rl2ts-0
liub
SubUnrclled
Iter
IterUnn¡lled

10.18
2.t7
8.3 r

2.16

3.ó9
0.90
2.90
0.78

2.66
l. t3
5.09
1.54

0.62
0.38
2.t5
0.s8

Table 2. Runtimes in seconds for calculating checksums of 65.8 MB of data

7. Conclusions
This is not a comprehensive description of how to use binaries
and bit snings efficiently in your programs. It is simply a short
description ofhow binaries have been extended into bit strings and
how various operations on bit snings are implemented. We also
try to describe how we optimize these operations. Hopefully this
description will help you write shorter and easier and more efficient
programs irr the future. What we want you to take away from this
paper is summarized in the following bullet points.

. Bit strings makes it much easier to deal with bit-oriented data
in Erlang

o When you are building new bit shings make sure you append
new data to the end ofan old bit string

r When you iterate over a bit string use a direct style matching
similar to what you would do for lists

. If you are doing a map operation over bit strings use bit string
comprehensions to get efficient and concise code

r Write simple straight-fo¡'ward code ûrst to see if the optimiza-
tions makes it fast enough. Then you can try various approaches
to make it faster.
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8. Appendix

Program 2 three ways to m¡ke a binary aU upper case

bit-ãtring-conp(Bin) ->
<< <<(to-upper(X))>> I I <<I>> <- Bin >>.

biü-st¡ing-rêcu¡sioq(Bin) ->
bit-string-rêcu¡siou(Bin, <<>>) .

bit-stling-fec(<{,Rest/biuary>>, Acc) ->
bit-stritrg-rêc (Rest , <<Acclbinary, (to-upper (X) ) >>) ;

bit-st¡iDg-rec(<<>>, Ácc) -> Acc.

list-conprêhênsioa(Bin) ->
list-to-binâÌy( lto_upper(X) I I

X <- bitrary-to-list(Bin)l)

to-upper(X) when X >= $a, X =< $z ->
x + ($A-$a);

to-upper(X) ->
x.

Program 3 Four ways to calculate an IP checksum

-defÍne(fNT16HÄI, 65535)

sub(<<Nl : 16, Ren/biaary>>,Csum) ->
sub(Ren, do-tru¡c(Csun+Nl) ) ;

sub(<<1,11 :8>>,Csun) ->
sub(<<>>,do-trunc(Csur+(N1 bsl 8) ) ) ;

sub(<<>>,Cóu¡0) rhen Csue > ?INT16ì{AX ->
VaL=(Csun baad ?IN116MAX) + (Csun bsr 16),
sub(<<>>,Val);

sub(<<>>,Csun) -> (bnot Csr¡n) band ?INT16I{AX

sub-uuot led(<<N1 : 16,1ù2: 16, N3: 16, N4: 16,ll5: 16, N6: 16,
N7: 16,N8: 16,Rem/bina¡y>>, Csm) ->

sub-u¡¡olled(Ren, do-tru¡c (CBuû+¡¡1+N2+ñ3+N4+N5+N6+N7+NB) ) ;
sub-un¡o1led(<<N1: 16, Ren/binary>>,Csun) ->

sub-u¡¡o11ed(Re¡, do-tru¡c (Csu!+Nl) ) ;
sub-u¡rolled(<<N1 :8>>,Ceun) ->

sub-unro1¡-ed(<<>>,Csun+(Nl Us] 8)) ;

sub-r¡n¡o11ed(<<>>,Csun) vheû Csüm > ?IÌ{T161{ÂX ->
Val=(Csun band ?INT16[ÀX.) + (Csun bsr t6),
sub-uûrolled(<<>>,Val) ;

sub-u¡rolled(<<>>, Csru) -)
(bnot Csun) ba¡d ?INT16[{AX.

iter(N,Biu,Csun) ->
case Bin of

<<-:N/birary, ìI1: 16,-/binary>> ->
iter (N+2, BiD, do-tru¿c (Csu4+N1 ) ) I

<<-:lllbína¡y, Nuù:8>> ->
itêr(N+l,8i¡,do-t¡unc(Csun+(¡lun bsl 8) ) ) ;

* nhêa Csuü > ?IllT16üAX ->
Val = (Ceun band ?IN116Ì{ÀX + (Cgu.¡¡ bsr 16)),

iter(l{,Bin,Val);

(buot Cs¡¡rn) band ?INT16HÂX
e¡d.

iter-u¡¡olIed(N,Bin,Csur) ->
case Biu of

<<-:ll/binary, N1 : 16,N2: 16,N3: 16,
N4: 16, N5: 16, N6: 16,N7: 16, N8: 16 ,

-/binary>> ->
fter-un¡o1led(lü+16, Bin,

do_truûc (csun+N1+N2+N3+N4+N6+[6+N7+N8) ) ;
<<-:N/binary, Nl:16,-/bina¡y>> ->

iter-u!¡olled(N+2, Bin, do-trunc (Csurn+Nl ) ) ;
<<-:N/bina¡y, ltu¡¡:8>> ->

iter-un¡olt ed(ll+l,Bin,Csun+(Nun bsl 8) ) ;

- !rhêD. Csu.B > ?II\¡T16MAX ->
Val = (Csu¡tr band ?INT16üÂX + (Csu¡n bsr 16)),

iter-urroLLed(N,Btur,VaI) ;

(bnot Csu¡o) band ?IM[16MåÌ
etrd.

do-trunc(Csun) ¡¡heo Csun > 16#6ffffff, Csuu < 16#Tffffff ->
Csun bà¡d ?Il{T161'lAX + (Cst]n bsr 16);

do-tru¡c(Csun) -> Csun.
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